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Eric Clapton, Pepsi Center, Denver, March 7, 2007. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

At first it just seemed like overkill when guitarist Eric Clapton stepped onto the stage at the Pepsi 

Center on March 7 with two other great guitarists- Doyle Bramhall II and Derek Trucks. But 

once the guitar licks started getting traded around on the heavily blues-oriented material, it 

seemed clear that on this tour, it wasn’t about Clapton as a guitar god, but it was about making 

exciting guitar music as an ensemble. The trio certainly did that, pulling out a healthy chunk of 

the classic Derek and the Dominos album “Layla” as well as jamming with opener Robert Cray 

on the final tune of the night, “Crossroads.” 

 

Perhaps it is because Clapton’s guitar work has become so legendary- touted as one of the best 

guitarists of our times- that it WAS necessary to bring on a couple of strong players and share the 

spotlight. While everything Clapton does on guitar seems effortless and distinctive at the same 

time, placing his playing next to Bramhill’s rougher, more piercing tone and Trucks’ meatier, 

heavier slide sound gave a vital perspective on the music itself. This wasn’t just Clapton’s call on 

the music, but something shared by all the players. Stepping back- Clapton literally at one point 

was just hanging back at the side of the stage, guitar hanging unused in front of him- and letting 

Trucks and Bramhall rip it up in their own way made Clapton’s own contributions all the more 

sweet. 

 

So it seemed that the spirit of this tour naturally recalled the jam-like atmosphere that filled the 

“Layla” album and tunes from that collection made up a large chunk of last night’s show. That 

included the strong opening tune “Tell the Truth,” as well as the muscular blues work-out “Key 

to the Highway,” an excellent acoustic-guitar driven version of “Nobody Knows You When 

You’re Down and Out,” Jimi Hendrix’s stately “Little Wing” and, of course, “Layla” as the 

show’s climax. Also, Clapton included a Derek and the Dominoes tune from the sessions for 

Derek and the Domino’s second album, “Got to Get Better in a Little While.” 

 

If you were to actually tally up the time, there’s a good chance that Clapton spent more time 

singing at the Pepsi Center than actually playing guitar. This, however, is not a bad thing in any 

way, since his voice remains expressive. Clapton can really bark out those lyrics when he wants 

to and the mellowed flavor of his voice filled in nicely on the slower tunes such as “Wonderful 

Tonight.” 

 

The set list for the night did not stray very far from the big, wall of guitar sound of Derek and the 

Dominos, or from a bluesy-tone, so a big part of Clapton’s career- especially his rock hits with 

Cream- went unrecognized. However, just enough was sprinkled into the show to keep things 

interesting for those who needed hit-power. The first encore tune, “Cocaine,” for example, went 

a long way to getting things stirred up in the end. One of my favorite moments of the night was 

hearing Clapton play acoustic solo a little. One of the most dynamic tunes was a revved up 

version of “Motherless Children.”  

 



Now let’s not forget the opening set by Robert Cray, who took the stage with a lean, three-piece 

backing band. Cray has a great, soulful singing voice and he plays with the melodies of his 

songs, well, like a guitarist, bending notes and playing with dynamics. Cray’s guitar-playing is 

also distinctive and at the Pepsi Center revealed a fluid, polished quality that inevitably wound 

up in a flurry of notes. When Cray took the stage with Clapton, Bramhall and Trucks (plus the 

six piece backing band that included two vocalists, two keyboardists and bassist Willie Weeks) 

he not only kicked off the lead vocal duties, but also added his guitar voice to this festival of 

frets. It was a peak moment for any guitar fan, indeed. 


